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Trevor – Welcome everyone.  I think we’ll get started.  Welcome back!  This is our 4th meeting in the 
negotiations cycle.  Hopefully everyone’s summer is going well.  It’s gone too quickly probably.  Today 
the order of business is that the union will present any responses to the district’s last proposal and any 
additional new language proposals.  As we’ve discussed the 4th meeting is the last opportunity to raise 
new issues unless both the union and district agree or there are unforeseen circumstances.  From the 
district’s perspective we have no new issues.  All of the issues we want to talk about have been brought 
up and you have them in your hands or they were orally discussed at the last meeting.  We had one 
mistake that was not on the sheet but we pointed it out.  It was just a cross out.  Other than that we 
have no new issues.  With that I will turn it over to you.   

EMW – Ok, here are copies of what we have on the board.  We will proceed through the contract in 
order addressing the district proposals, EMW counter proposals and any new proposals.  They are 
highlighted in grey as we don’t have access to a color printer.  You can see it on the screen as well.  All 
proposals that were denied by the district that were not addressed in this proposal are still supported by 
EMW and are open topics for the negotiations process.  Any questions?  Then we’ll start with your 
proposals.  EMW agrees to the year changes just as you did.  The table of contents and the index at the 
end will reflect the changes when we’re done at the end [of the negotiations process].  EMW agrees to 
the name change edit for article 4 Section 5 to the Martin Luther King Jr. vs birthday.   I’m just going to 
keep going and stop me with questions.  The Teacher rights article 5 Section 8 subdivision 2, EMW 
denies the proposed language.  Our counter proposal is to strike “disciplinary” from the language in all 
of subdivision 2.   
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Trevor – So the intent here would be that a teacher is entitled to representative at any meeting?  So any 
meeting about any topic?   

EMW – We don’t at this point want the word disciplinary in there.  

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – With salaries, Article 6 Section 5 EMW denies the proposed language changes and counter 
proposes to keep current the contract language with the exception of word “individual” which would 
then be removed from the language.   

Trevor – Are the ones in blue what we proposed?  

EMW – Yes. 

Trevor - And the highlighted language is new? 

EMW – Yes. 

Trevor – So the new language would be that a teacher is compensated according to the last contract 
executed between teacher and the district.   

EMW - Correct. 

Trevor - But what you’re actually talking about is the collective bargaining agreement?  

EMW – Correct, for the word contract. 

Trevor - Would you rather have the word “teacher” or the word “representative”?  Actually, the word 
“union representative” because the agreement is not between each teacher and the district. 

EMW – Correct. 

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW - With regards to salaries Article 6 Section 6 subdivision 5, EMW agrees to the change in verb 
tense.  Alright, then on to the second document of group insurance.  Instead of completely making a 
mess of the original document, we put together this document to address the whole group insurance.  
So with regard to group insurance in Article 8 Section 1, EMW agrees to the language with a small 
counter proposal in that we would like to add the word “legal” before the word “spouse” in the 
proposed language.   

Trevor - In the second proposal? 

EMW – Yes.   

Trevor - And spouse in green is what we proposed?   
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EMW - I think so.  The colors change by themselves sometimes.  With regard to group insurance Article 8 
Section 1 subdivision 6, EMW denies the proposed language change.  We are just denying the addition 
of subdivision 6. 

Trevor – You’re denying what’s in orange? 

EMW – Correct. 

Trevor - Got it.   

EMW - With regard to group insurance Article 8 Section 2, EMW denies the proposed language and 
counters with the section change as shown in the document.   

Trevor - What’s the intent of the first change?  To exercise their option to enroll?  What’s the intent in 
taking that out? 

EMW - Where at? 

Trevor - In the first one [paragraph].  [Trevor reads it.]  Taking out who exercised their option to enroll…. 

EMW - Because it’s in the language below it.  We moved it below to have clarification.  VEBA is in there 
with three different references so we addressed VEBA, H.S.A. and HDHP.  I think the district is using 
them interchangeably and it made for confusion in the membership.  So we reworded it to make it 
clearer.  It doesn’t really change much of the language, it just clarifies that there is Flex, VEBA and H.S.A.   

Trevor - Would these be in addition to the changes we suggest?   

EMW - Yes, but we have some of that in there.   

EMW - Before we move on we need to clarify that we don’t need possession in there with the word 
“employee’s”.  It should be employees.   

EMW - We tried to take what was in the contract, spread it out and clarify it.   

Note:  EMW member from audience speaking in group insurance conversation. 

Trevor – Would you please identify yourself? 

EMW – I’m Libby Erickson from Education Minnesota.    

Trevor – You all probably knew that.   The new language here is the combination of language including 
some of the new one we suggested?  Or that’s all new as well? 

EMW - It’s new I think.   

Trevor - What’s the blue language for? 
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EMW - Well when we made changes to the blue language.  So it doesn’t necessarily mean anything.  
Pretend they’re yellow.  That’s why we did whole separate document.   

Trevor - So basically this is a denial of the health plan language and instead its VEBA language, but is the 
intent not to change it or to change it? 

EMW – It’s more so for clarification for our members. 

Trevor - I can read it later.  Let’s keep going. 

EMW – In regards to Group Insurance Article 8 Section 3 EMW denies the proposed language change.  In 
regards to Section 3 subdivision 2 EMW agrees with the edits.   

Trevor - Would you mind going back to last one?  This was to avoid the Cadillac tax alternative.  

EMW - Agreeing to it doesn’t change the tax.  It doesn’t matter if it changes it you are still responsible 
for the same amount, so it doesn’t matter if it’s in a month or whatever.   

Trevor - Ok, so the second one, VEBA and H.S.A.  There is new language on the second piece.   

EMW - Any remaining balance was our initial proposal.   

Trevor – Ok.   

EMW – In regards to group insurance Article 8 Section 4, EMW proposes new language as shown in the 
document in response to ending the past practice of the administrative fees being paid by the school 
district.   

Trevor – Do you know if the district has an account?  Does district have an account? 

Liz – [shakes head ‘no’.] 

Trevor - So essentially you’re looking for language that it should be paid for by the district?   

EMW – Correct.   

Trevor - Then the next 2? 

EMW - The coordination with the health flex spending account.  There is no language about this and 
there is confusion with VEBA, Flex and the high deductible.  So we are clarifying language.   

Trevor - And are these changes essentially meaning that you don’t change anything?  It’s what the 
current practice is?   

EMW – Yep.  And we’re done with that one [document] and back to the big one.  With regards to leaves 
of absence in Article 9 Section 1 subdivision 1, EMW denies the proposed language changes and a 
counter proposal is shown on the document.  Annual sick leave is to be credited by the first contract day 
of each school year.   
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Trevor - Is there any corresponding pay back language for not finishing the school year? 

EMW – No.   

Trevor - Would the intent to be to potentially add that language for payback?   

EMW - At this point we are asking for no payback.  With regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 1 
subdivision 4 EMW denies and proposes new language as shown in the document.   

Trevor - So that’s actually pretty similar to our proposed language?   

EMW - Well your proposal took out the language.  You wanted us to refer to the statute.   

Trevor - But the beginning is pretty similar?   

EMW - Yes, yes ,then it’s the listed changes. 

Trevor - Any changes to those? 

EMW - The ones that are listed there came right from the statute.  I think we need to correct one lower 
than that, where it says 6.  Change it to 20.   

EMW - Is it 6 or 20?   

EMW – It should be 20.  It should be matching what’s up there? 

Trevor - So essentially you’re limiting it to 20 days which is less than the statue.  So you can use what is 
limited here so this would only give 20 days.  Or would that not be the intent of the language? 

EMW – We are not trying to limit our use. If you look at letter C, is that addressing what you mean?   

Trevor - I see it.  Ok, thanks.   

EMW – In regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 1 subdivision 9 EMW denies the deletion.   

Trevor – Wait, were letters D and E agreed to?   

EMW - Yeah, they’re in a different spot.  With regard leaves of absence Article 9 Section 2 subdivision 3 
EMW denies the proposed language change.   

Trevor - I think I’m still on subdivision 9, on page 13?  Is that agreed to?   

EMW – No, we are denying that deletion.   E and F are moving too. 

Trevor - We proposed taking it out.  So you want to keep it in and not to take it out.   

EMW – In regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 2 subdivision 3 EMW is denying that language.   

Trevor - So with that you mean to have struck through to what it was and leave it as first and last days? 
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EMW – Yes, first and last days, not week.   

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – In regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 2 subdivision 5, EMW denies the proposal.  Our 
counter proposal is to strike as shown in the document, “upon the approval of the Administrator, a ½  
day (3.75 hours) of”.   

Trevor – How much personal leave would you deduct? 

EMW - From the time they’re leaving to the end of their contract day. 

Trevor - So then how are Personal Leave hours kept?  To the hour?  

Liz - To basically the 15 min increment.   

Trevor – Ok.   

EMW – In regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 3 EMW denies the proposed language and 
counter proposes a new Section 3 regarding child care leave as shown.  We have crossed out the entire 
Section and new language is presented.   

Trevor – Is this all new or is some the same? 

EMW – Some is the same with clarifications.  What we did was we tried to organize it better for our 
members. Section 3 is childcare leave and Section 4 is created and that’s maternity leave.  And Section 5 
is the adoption leave.  And then the remaining Sections would be renumbered.   

Trevor – Ok.  

EMW  - With regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 3 subdivision 11, which is new subdivision 8, 
EMW denies the district proposed language change from shall to may.  This is where we put the fathers, 
in the new language subdivision 8. It’s where we put the language but we’re denying the “may” that you 
proposed.   

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – In regards to leaves of absence Article 9 Section 9 subdivision 1, EMW denies the proposed 
language change.  

Trevor - The new 9?  

EMW - Oh no, the new 11, sorry. 

Trevor – You’re denying those? 

EMW - Yes.   
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Trevor – So the short period would remain, you deny the up to 1 hour, and you deny this leave as 
intended? 

EMW - We want the original language in the contract. 

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW - With track changes, who knows.  It should be for a short period of time for the day. 

Trevor – Did you decide what a short period means yet? 

EMW – Yes and yes.  In regards to Section 9 subdivision 4-6 EMW denies the language change and 
counter proposes the language change in the document.  If additional leave is needed, subdivision 4, 
then additional leave will be deducted from the sub costs from original teacher whether or not sub is 
required.  Subdivision 5 reads if additional leave needed and all accumulated sick leave and personal 
leave is exhausted then it will be deducting sub costs from the teacher whether one is required or not.   

Trevor - So these are both new language basically? 

EMW – We kind of combined 4-6 to make the new 4-5.   

Trevor – With the first one, is that additional leave needed for sick time?  Or is that any leave?   

EMW – It’s for people other than themselves.  I think 5 is for the employee’s illness and 4 is for the 
statute.  It’s for the 160 hours in the statute.   

Trevor - And is this only, the new subdivision 4, if sick leave is available?  So that’s leave pursuant to 
statute?   

EMW – No. 

Trevor - Because the next one talks about sick leave being exhausted.  So in subdivision 4 would any 
additional leave be deducted from accrued sick leave? 

EMW - If they have sick leave then its deducted, but if they do not have sick leave left then they’d pay 
the sub wages.   

Trevor - And there’s no restriction on that?  So basically they could pay the sub wages for a year? 

EMW – Theoretically, in this language yes.   

Trevor – Ok. Subdivision 6? 

EMW - EMW proposes the following language for being put on notice for the ending of the past practice.  
[read it.]  

Trevor - Are the 10 employees actually lobbying?   
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EMW - Yes, correct. 

Trevor – Do you have examples? 

EMW - They go to the capitol and talk to senators and representatives.  

Trevor – The way it’s written we would only pay for them if they are lobbying, not just to go and watch. 

EMW - Everyone that goes actively lobbies at the capitol.   

EMW – The word should be spelled should be “tal” not “tol”.   

EMW - We do have summary examples of what each of the members have done at each lobby day.  
They are records we could access.   

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – In regards to hours of service in Article 10 Section 5 subdivision 1 EMW denies the proposal and 
proposes the following language changes as shown on document.   

Trevor - Ok . 

EMW - In regards to hours of service in Article 10 Section 6 EMW proposes new language in regards to 
being placed on noticed regarding ending the past practice.   

Trevor - Wait, back up one.  The district proposed to cut out subdivision 1 and add new language.  So 
you’re saying to cut out all of subdivision 1.  So you are agreeing to that change but denying the added 
change? 

EMW – Yes.   To clarify.   

EMW – In regards to hours of service in the Section 6 EMW proposes new language for being placed on 
notice regarding IEP meetings.   

Trevor - Would this include days, for instance, where there are conferences? 

EMW - No because we’re compensated for those.   

Trevor - Are there any other activities outside of the day other than extra-curricular activities? 

EMW - Yeah that’s part of regular language and we don’t think there are any problems with that.   

Trevor – Ok.   

EMW – In regards to ECFE and ABE language in Article 11 Section 5, EMW denies the proposed language 
changes.   

Trevor – Ok. 
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EMW – In regards to ECFE and ABE language in Article 11 Section 6 EMW denies the proposed language 
changes for that also.   

Trevor - Some of that was your language. 

EMW - Yes, some of it is ours and we want that it would mirror what the others [regular teacher 
language] say.   

Trevor - So you’re saying to strike the whole thing?   

EMW - So anything the district proposed we deny.  The green is what we proposed and you accepted.   

Trevor - So we’d keep that? 

EMW – Yes.   

Trevor - And subdivision 1.  Are you agreeing to take those out?  Or not agreeing to take those out?   

EMW - If we do the green then those will all be addressed later in Article 17, in the ULA language.  I think 
in theory we agree that ABE, School Readiness, and ECFE should all be treated the same.  The problem is 
that this language didn’t get changed in the last contract. 

Trevor - Ok got it. 

EMW – In regards to School Readiness in Article 12 Section 6 EMW denies the proposal and counters 
that it be the same as ECFE and ABE.   

Trevor – But we keep the one that we agreed to? 

EMW - Yes.  Just the green. 

EMW – In regards to Part Time Teacher language in Article 13 Section 1 EMW agrees to the proposed 
language with the deletion of quotation marks.   

Trevor – You don’t like the quotes?  

EMW – No. 

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – In regards to Part Time language in Article 13 Section 4 EMW denies the proposed language 
change and counters as shown.  Teachers would earn sick leave at rate of 12 contractual days per year.  
It is credited by the first contract day per school year which is consistent to what we proposed for the 
rest of the staff.   

Trevor - And then you’re agreeing to keep the last part struck?  Or are you agreeing to that proposal?  Or 
are you fully denying everything we proposed?  Or are you agreeing on striking out language because we 
agreed on language earlier?  Basically what part are you denying? 
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EMW - The part where have to work ½ time to get sick leave benefits.   

Trevor - And you’re saying to keep contract hours?  So to keep the contractual time for the sick leave?   

EMW - The intent is if they work a .25 that they get a .25 of sick leave per month.   

Trevor - So you’re saying to keep the word “contractual”.  So if you work contractual time or more you 
shall earn sick leave, and take out the “shall accrue in first 6 months”?  Because that was in our 
proposal. 

EMW - The orange, the first of each school year, stays.   

Trevor - And then you agree to the 2nd piece in the big red, which was our proposal cause that was the 
language we proposed earlier.  Or are you saying to keep that?  I assume that you want that out.   

EMW - But then what guarantees my part time teachers to get that? 

Trevor – It’s not applicable.  Part time teachers only get specific provisions that apply to them.  There’s 
no language like that in here. 

EMW - Could the sick leave language that we agreed to earlier, could it be the same here except that it 
says contractual time?  So that it’s the same? 

Liz – But you’re agreeing to remove the sub deduct for part time because it’s inconsistent? 

EMW – Yes. 

EMW – In regards to Grievance language in Article 14 Section 1, EMW denies the proposed language 
changes.   

Trevor – So you want to keep it the way it was? 

EMW – Yep. 

Trevor - For the first 3? 

EMW –For all of the Section.   

Trevor – Are you proposing any changes?  Or just denying it? 

EMW – Nope, deny. 

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – In regards to Individual Agreement language in Article 15 EMW denies the proposed language 
and offers a counter proposal as shown.  In no event shall the district enter into an agreement with 
individuals or groups relative to compensation, duties, etc. without the consent of exclusive 
representative and that it is signed by representatives that ratified the contract.   
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Trevor - So does that include new positions?  Accepting a new offer of new job? 

EMW - No.   

Trevor - Cause that would probably be duties.  Is the intent really just to get at changes to PELRA 
bargaining requirements? 

EMW - Yes.   

Trevor - And otherwise you’re agreeing to strike the language but replace it with this language?   

EMW – Yes. 

Trevor - Does that include resignation or retirement agreements?  

EMW – Yes.  MOU’s or rehire agreements etc. 

Trevor - Would this essentially work as a requirement that the union participate? 

EMW – You couldn’t do it without our written knowledge or consent.   

Trevor - So if the union didn’t consent to the position or the retirement then the district would have no 
authority to hire or accept retirement? 

EMW - This is not retirement.  But that’s later in the agreement, with regards to retirement. 

Trevor – One could make an agreement that we agree to pay a teacher for the rest of year, so that 
would fit under compensation. 

EMW - Once they’re in retirement that’s when they enter into a rehire agreement.   

Trevor - Once retired?  So if I understand what you said, a teacher could retire and receive pay for the 
rest of year.   

EMW – So a separation agreement?  We have been a part of them and are asking to continue to be a 
part of them.   

Trevor - So this is saying that we can’t enter into agreements without the union agreeing? 

EMW – Correct, if the district wants to hire around different parameters than set forth in the 
agreement.  

Liz - I think we are looking for clarification on whether this refers to dues paying members or whether it 
refers to an employee?  So you mean dues paying members, not necessarily all teachers. 

EMW - Yes.   

Trevor – Ok. 
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EMW – In regards to Meet and Confer in Article 16 EMW denies the proposed language changes and we 
want to keep the entire article.   

Trevor - Any specific concerns with that one?  

EMW - We want to have the ability to meet and confer the four times as stated in here.  We have no 
recourse if they won’t meet if we take that language out. 

Trevor - You have PELRA.  

EMW - Right.   

Trevor – Ok. 

EMW – In regards to Unrequested Leave of Absence and Layoffs in Article 17 Section 2 letter D, EMW 
denies the proposed language changes.   

Trevor – So you want to keep that as what it was? 

EMW - As what was originally proposed.  It was removing all of this.   

Trevor - So you’re denying ours and going back to what your full proposal is.  And that’s not on here? 

EMW - No. 

Trevor - So you’re re-proposing from union proposal 1 and asking for a complete change to the ULA 
language which is from that original proposal? 

EMW – Correct.   

Trevor - And I think at the last meeting we said there was nothing wrong with how the first rollout of the 
process went, so why change the language now? 

EMW - We don’t want to have to wait for language that we don’t think will work for us and so we want 
to change it now so as to not have the negative effects that we think will happen.  

Trevor – Are you prepared to talk about those effects today or for a different day? 

EMW - A different day.   

Trevor - Ok.   

EMW – Regarding the ULA language in Article 17 Section 3 subdivision 5, EMW agrees with the language 
change to adding “emailed.”  

Trevor - But you’re denying that entire language, so whatever your proposal is you want to add in email? 

EMW - Yep. 
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Trevor - The notification part was pretty similar?  

EMW – Yes . 

EMW – In regards to the next Section for severance pay, we propose eliminating the whole Section and 
recreated it as Severance Pay Article 18 Section 1 subdivision 3.  EMW denies the language and counter 
proposes as shown on document.   

Trevor - How close is this?  Is it completely different or what? 

EMW – No.   

Liz – Can we take a 5 min break to read this article and switch disks?   

EMW – Yes.  [Went to break at 3:08pm]  [Returned 3:18pm] 

Trevor – So we looked through the language and have a couple questions.  Did you look into the issues 
we raised last time about beneficiaries, payments and process? 

EMW – Yes, that’s why we came up with this language to address it?  Specifically for the beneficiaries.  
What issues are you talking about? 

Trevor - This is the same language you proposed last time and it doesn’t change anything or clarify 
anything from first proposal.   

EMW - So my question is what are you looking for us to put into it? 

Trevor - We talked about it and had lots of questions last time and this language hasn’t gotten to it.  We 
talked about how to name a beneficiary, how can it legally be dispersed, who can the district make 
deposits or payments to, when there’s an estate where can payment go to, can funds go to an estate 
and not 403b account, etc.  Last time we said we like the idea, but want to do it legally and avoid 
problems later.  So say I’m suing the district because I’m on the estate which is different than what’s on 
the insurance policy and district requires employees to name a specific beneficiary.  Again, we like the 
idea but we have some legalities to work out.   

EMW – I say this with respect.  You’re a lawyer, so why don’t you do it? 

Trevor - Well it’s your proposal and we asked you to do it.  I could do it, but with all due respect again, 
Education Minnesota has a team of attorneys and they can do that as well.  I also want to know what 
you want. 

EMW - Do you want language?  

Trevor - Yes. 

EMW - That language isn’t in the contract for group insurance and beneficiaries through that insurance 
though. 
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Trevor - For group insurance it’s through the insurer, not the district as it would be in this case. 

EMW – So you’re asking that like insurance with beneficiaries… so you want it like theirs.  You want 50% 
here and there and it clarified how to make the decision? 

Trevor – Yeah, and how members are supposed to do this.  How are they to name it [beneficiary] and 
where to put that on their account.  Like I said, we like the proposal but we need to hammer out details 
and information in order to agree to it. 

EMW - It’s saying it goes into different places and amounts and it also says direct payments which 
includes the 403b.  So you want the form on how to name beneficiaries?  So you’re asking for the form? 

Trevor – No, here we’re talking death benefits.  The payment may still need to go into 403b account but 
the beneficiary may not be the same.  So the account information and the language don’t match.  The 
death beneficiary piece has to match and it has to be legal with who it’s going to and where it’s going to 
go.  So just saying where the amounts are going to go doesn’t tell us who gets the payment.  So I’m not 
sure if a death beneficiary is even enough.  

Liz – We’re also not sure if we can deposit it into a 403b account as a deceased employee as it may not 
be an active account. 

Trevor - So maybe next time? 

EMW - We’ll work on that. 

EMW – In regards to Duration in Article 21 Section 1 EMW denies the proposed language change.   

Trevor – Where it says, unless otherwise mutually agreed? That one?   

EMW - Yes.   

Trevor - I assume you’re agreeing to the years? 

EMW – Yes, that was back at #1. 

EMW - With regards to transition to an 8 Hour Day, EMW denies the proposed language change and is 
still looking for the data before we agree to take this out.  We need data to show that anyone paid 
hourly is not behind.  At this point it wouldn’t hurt to leave in for another 2 years.   

EMW – In regards to Appendix A thru C, compensation salary schedules and extra curriculars, EMW 
denies all 3 proposals which include the .5, .5, and no steps on the salary schedule.  In regards to 
Appendix C, specifically other miscellaneous services, EMW counter proposes the language as shown.  It 
would be that compensation for PLC’s, Ramp Up, ABE, etc. will be compensated at the hourly rate of BA 
step C.   

Trevor - So you’re taking out the box and putting in the language? 
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EMW - Yes.   

Trevor - Ok. 

EMW – In regards to Appendix D, payment dates, EMW agrees with the district’s proposal with 
agreement that the payment dates get posted on the website.   

EMW – In regards to the important dates, timelines and membership education Sections, EMW 
proposes to strike this from the contract.   

Trevor - Strike all of it? 

EMW – Yes.  We want them to read it all and not use as a quick check.   

EMW – We would also like to reiterate that all our first proposals that we asked for we still support even 
if they are not seen in here today.  We want to negotiate on them.  Also, one more for clarification for 
today is under other leaves of absence on page 17, Section 9 (new 11) you had asked for clarification on 
it.  We wanted the original language and when I said yes I meant we wanted the original proposal not 
the original language.   

Trevor - So which part? 

EMW – Well, subdivision 1 on page 7 of our proposed language regarding other absences and a short 
period during day. 

Trevor - So this is the one you’re suggestion is that there doesn’t need to be any approval. 

EMW - Right.   

Trevor - Got it.   

EMW - That is the only one I think we had miscommunication on.   

Trevor - Ok, am I correct that this isn’t the full proposal?  

EMW - This is our response to your proposal.  We took the document that you had your original 
proposal on.  So that’s the document we took and tried to make track changes for changes.   

Trevor - So your position today is that you’re going back to original offers with counters that are in here.   

EMW - Anything from original document that wasn’t addressed today is still our original position. 

Trevor - Ok.  Anything else?  Anything new? 

EMW - Anything new was already talked about.   

Trevor – What about a salary proposal?   

EMW – No, we are still at what we were at when we started.   
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Trevor - I think that because of all the new language it doesn’t make sense for us to caucus and come 
back.  It wouldn’t be a good use of your time.  So do you want to talk about a next meeting?   

EMW – Yes. 

Trevor – So we will take what you’ve given us and give you district offer number 2.  We will walk through 
every piece, talk through every piece, we will show what we agree on and deny, and go through each 
piece so that everyone is on the same page and everyone understands.  And this is where we turn 
around and caucus and come back with agreements or no agreements.  I’d propose that we go through 
our next proposal and the following meeting you propose and come back with any denials or 
agreements.  Then the next one would really be us.  So next time is district offer #2 and the next time 
after that is union offer #3.  And that’s sort of the process going forward.   

EMW - In theory that makes sense.  But in track changes world it’s confusing.  Is there a better way or a 
different way to do that? 

Trevor – So the next proposal from us is from the original.  Then going forward we go from the original 
document to now, accepting or not as we go.  

EMW – In trying to look at it, can we just pull out all the changes from the original and lay it side by side 
with new language?  Then we can see it side by side and how it’s progressing and moving.  So it would 
be the original, 1, 2, etc. so we do not have to figure out what’s what. 

Trevor – So you’re starting with our original proposal and column in between? 

EMW - So we would put where we’re at with each specific ones [issues] on this chart and would that be 
the easiest?  What makes the most sense to you?   

Trevor - The way you suggested, to you take yours [first proposal] and fix it up…it’s kind of confusing.  So 
for the next one you would take a clean copy and then to next proposal put notes in where accepting.  
We’ll do it in track changes but we can go in to your first proposal and add in a column.  So we would 
give you 2 documents to follow, the original and the outline?   

EMW – Being I’ve negotiated for so many years, this is weird.  I think it should be, here’s the issue, 
here’s the topic and here’s how the district views it and how we view it.  We keep viewing it and how we 
talk through each topic.  This would clean it up and pinpoint the changes.  It would be two columns and 
we’d see how we merge together collaboratively and how together we work to get what we want.   

Trevor - Ok.  We’ll try to do that.  So at the next one we will come back and ask that you are ready to 
discuss ULA language and the 403b death benefit.  So we’ll go through our proposal and then ask about 
those two.  Do you want to try and see if we can meet before school starts?   

[Discussion regarding dates] 

Trevor – So we’re set for 1pm on the 24th.   
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Trevor – Were there any changes to the notes from the last meeting?   

EMW – No, none.   

Trevor – Alright, thanks!  If you wouldn’t mind emailing your documents to us again we’d appreciate it.   

EMW – Yeah. 

Trevor – Perfect.  Thanks. 

 

Time ended:  3:43pm 


